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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a control sys-
tem for a supercharged engine and, more particularly,
to a control system for a supercharged engine for feed-
back controlling a supercharging pressure that is gen-
erated by a variable geometry supercharger.
[0002] In recent years, there have been widely em-
ployed turbochargers which increase an amount of air
admitted into a combustion chamber by utilizing exhaust
gas energy. Such a turbocharger, which generally com-
prises a turbine disposed in an intake air passage so as
to be driven by an exhaust gas stream and a blower dis-
posed in an exhaust gas passage and driven by the tur-
bine, performs accelerated mixing of intake air and fuel
and increases the rate of utilization of oxygen with an
effect of improving combustion efficiency. Because of
the significant effects, the turbocharger is, in particular,
installed to a diesel engine as measures to lower emis-
sion levels.
[0003] In recent years, variable geometry turbocharg-
ers have been widely employed. Such a variable geom-
etry turbocharger has variable-area nozzles which are
formed by a number of movable vanes arranged at a
turbine inlet in a turbine chamber and variable in angle
so as to vary a nozzle area for variations of turbine effi-
ciency. The variable geometry turbocharger controls a
supercharging pressure in an intake air passage ac-
cording to engine operating conditions by linearly vary-
ing the turbine efficiency by varying a nozzle area rela-
tive to the turbine. In a variable geometry turbocharger
such as known from, for example, Japanese Unexam-
ined Patent Publication No.5 - 86880, a target super-
charging pressure is determined on the basis of engine
operating conditions such as engine speed and/or en-
gine load, and a nozzle area relative to a turbine is feed-
back controlled so as to produce a target supercharging
pressure in an intake air passage. This variable geom-
etry turbocharger can control a practical supercharging
pressure in the intake air passage with high preciseness
so as to provide an ideally optimum supercharging pres-
sure, which is always desirable for both engine acceler-
ation and control of an emission level of NOx.
[0004] In general, the target supercharging pressure
is set to a high level in order to supply an amount of
intake air that is increased more with an increase in fuel
injection amount according to increases in accelerator
travel. In other words, the nozzle area relative to the tur-
bine is decreased to rise a rotational turbine speed. The
target supercharging pressure is electronically calculat-
ed in a short period of time in, for example, an electronic
engine control unit. On the other hand, the feedback
control of supercharging pressure is started by detecting
a practical supercharging pressure by a pressure sen-
sor before everything and effected by regulating the
nozzle area according to feedback control values that
are proportional to pressure differences of the practical
supercharging pressure from the target supercharging

pressure. In the case of feedback controlling super-
charging pressure, detection of a feedback controlled
supercharging pressure takes a long time as compared
with a calculation time for a target supercharging pres-
sure, so that the detection of feedback controlled super-
charging pressure tends to be accompanied by an re-
sponse delay. As a result; the feedback control loses
control stability due to hunting of the control and/or over-
shooting of practical supercharging pressure, which
leads to fluctuations in engine output. Besides, since,
on a demand for engine acceleration due to a change
in engine operating condition from lower loading to high-
er loading as a result of, for example stepping down the
accelerator pedal, a difference of supercharging pres-
sure occurs between a practical supercharging pres-
sure which rises relatively slowly from a target super-
charging pressure which is changed to a higher level
immediately following the change in engine operating
condition, a large feedback control value is established,
as a result of which the supercharging pressure over-
shoots on an excessive side with an effect of decreasing
the nozzle area in excess, so as to cause aggravation
of the reliability of the supercharger such that the turbine
gets an overspeed or a turbine shaft seizes.
[0005] US 5,123,246 discloses a method for control
of a variable geometry turbocharger including sensors
for detecting a intake manifold boost pressure and en-
gine operating parameters.
[0006] It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide a control system for an engine equipped with a var-
iable geometry supercharger which performs super-
charging pressure feedback control without causing
problems such as getting an overspeed and causing a
turbine shaft to seize.
[0007] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a control system for an engine equipped with a
variable geometry supercharger which prevents the var-
iable geometry supercharger from encountering aggra-
vation of the reliability due to feedback control of a su-
percharging pressure upon an occurrence of transition
of engine operating condition from a lower engine load
condition to a higher engine load condition.
[0008] The foregoing objects of the present invention
are accomplished by a system of controlling an engine
equipped with a supercharger for generating a super-
charging pressure in an intake air passage which has a
nozzle variable in nozzle area relative to a turbine. The
control system comprises pressure detection means for
detecting a practical supercharging pressure in the in-
take air passage, condition detection means for detect-
ing an operating condition of the supercharged; and
control means for determining a target supercharging
pressure according to the engine operating condition,
performing feedback control of supercharging pressure
by controlling a nozzle area of the variable nozzle so as
to bring the practical supercharging pressure in the in-
take air passage to the target supercharging pressure.
The control means restrains or eases the feedback con-
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trol of supercharging pressure temporarily when the en-
gine operating condition changes from a region of lower
engine loads to a region of higher engine loads. With
the supercharged engine control system, when the en-
gine changes in operating condition from the region of
lower engine loads to the region of higher engine loads
due to stepping down an accelerator pedal for, for ex-
ample, acceleration, the feedback control of super-
charging pressure is temporarily restrained; so as to
prevent or significantly reduces overshooting and hunt-
ing of the supercharging pressure which occurs due to
a large difference between a practical and a target su-
percharging pressure at the beginning of a change in
operating condition to the region of large engine loads.
As a result, the problems such that the turbine over-
speeds and a turbine shaft seizes which leads to aggra-
vation of the reliability of the variable geometry super-
charger.
[0009] The supercharged engine control system re-
moves the restraint of the feedback control of super-
charging pressure by, for example, prohibiting the con-
trol of the nozzle area, voiding a feedback control value
as a result of implementation of the feedback control of
the nozzle area, or decreasing a gain of the feedback
control of supercharging pressure, when a difference
between a practical and a target supercharging pres-
sure is smaller than a specified value. The restraint of
the feedback control of supercharging pressure is re-
moved when the supercharging pressure difference
falls down below the specified value and commences
the feedback control. Accordingly, a large feedback con-
trol value at the beginning of the feedback control of su-
percharging pressure is not large, as a result of which
the supercharging pressure is prevented from over-
shooting and/or hunting. The restraint of the feedback
may be carried out by at least one or any one of prohib-
iting the feedback control of the nozzle, voiding a feed-
back control value as a result of implementation of the
feedback control of the nozzle, and decreasing a gain
of the feedback control of the nozzle, whichever is ef-
fective in securely easing the feedback control of super-
charging pressure.
[0010] The supercharged engine control system may
prohibit the feedback control when the engine operating
condition falls in a region of lower engine speeds. Since
the feedback control of supercharging pressure is not
implemented in the region of lower engine speeds
where , if the feedback control of supercharging pres-
sure is implemented, a response delay becomes more
significant and leads to more remarkable aggravation of
the reliability of the variable geometry supercharger be-
cause an increasing or a decreasing change in practical
supercharging pressure is apt to delay due to a small
amount of exhaust gas, aggravation of the reliability of
the variable geometry supercharger is eased.
[0011] The supercharged engine control system may
control the nozzle area so as to become greater than a
nozzle area at which the variable geometry supercharg-

er generates the target supercharging pressure. Since,
during restraining the feedback control of supercharging
pressure, the nozzle is controlled not based on practical
supercharging pressure but simply to a nozzle area larg-
er than the nozzle area for the target supercharging
pressure, the turbine increases its speed relatively slow-
ly with an effect of a relatively gentle rise in practical
supercharging pressure. As a result of which, besides
the feedback control of supercharging pressure is re-
strained with an effect of preventing the practical super-
charging pressure overshooting and hunting, it guaran-
tees the practical supercharging pressure to reach a lev-
el within a specified extent from the target supencharg-
ing pressure without causing overshooting, so that the
feedback control of supercharging pressure commenc-
es without accompanying a delay in vain.
[0012] The above and other objects and features of
the present invention will be clearly understood from the
following description with respect to the preferred em-
bodiment thereof when considered in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is an illustration showing the overall struc-
ture of a supercharging pressure control system in
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention;
Figure 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view show-
ing an interior structure of a turbine of a variable ge-
ometric turbocharger;
Figure 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a
vacuum operated actuator,
Figure 4 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of an
exhaust gas recirculation valve;
Figure 5 is a control map of engine operating zone
for implementation of exhaust gas recirculation con-
trol;
Figure 6 is a control map of engine operating zone
with respect to nozzle area;
Figure 7 is a control map of engine operating zone
for implementation of supercharging pressure feed-
back control;
Figure 8 is a control map of engine operating zone
for implementation of supercharging pressure open
control;
Figures 9A and 9B are respective parts of a flow
chart illustrating a sequence routine of control of su-
percharging pressure control solenoid valve;
Figure 10 is a flow chart illustrating a sequence rou-
tine of target negative pressure setting control;
Figure 11 is a control map of a charging cut-off re-
gion;
Figure 12 is a characteristic curve of nozzle area
with respect to atmosphere temperature;
Figure 13 is a characteristic curve of nozzle area
with respect to intake air temperature;
Figure 14 is a flow chart illustrating a sequence rou-
tine of negative pressure feedback control;
Figures 15A, 15B and 15C are respective parts of
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a flow chart illustrating a sequence routine of neg-
ative pressure learning control;
Figure 16 is a characteristic curve provided by the
negative pressure learning control;
Figure 17 is a diagram showing data that are ob-
tained from the characteristic curve provided by the
negative pressure learning control;
Figure 18 is a time chart of the negative pressure
learning control;
Figure 19 is a flow chart illustrating a sequence rou-
tine of supercharging pressure feedback control;
Figure 20 is a time chart of the supercharging pres-
sure feedback control; and
Figure 21 is a diagram showing the relationship be-
tween battery voltage and correction factor for a cal-
culation of duty rate.

[0013] Referring to the drawings in detail, and in par-
ticular, to Figure 1 which shows the overall structure of
an exhaust gas purifying system for a diesel engine ac-
cording to a preferred embodiment of the invention, de-
noted by a reference numeral 1 is a multiple cylinder
diesel engine carried in a vehicle. The diesel engine 1
has multiple cylinders 2 (only one of which is shown in
the figure), in which pistons 3 are received to slide. A
pre-combustion chamber 5 is formed above a combus-
tion chamber that is formed inside each cylinder 2 by
the piston 3. A fuel injector (fuel injection valve) 4 is lo-
cated such as to deliver fuel into the pre-combustion
chamber 5. Intake air is introduced into the engine
through an intake air passage 7 which is equipped with
an air cleaner 6 at its upstream end and branches off at
its downstream end so as to lead to intake ports of the
cylinders 2. The intake port is opened and closed by an
intake valve 8 at an appropriate timing The intake air
passage 6 is provided with a blower 21 forming a part
of a variable geometry type of turbocharger 20 and an
intercooler 14. Exhaust gas is discharged through an ex-
haust gas passage 9 which branches off at its upstream
end so as to extend from exhaust ports of the cylinders
2. The exhaust port is opened and closed by an exhaust
valve 9 at an appropriate timing. The exhaust gas pas-
sage 9 is provided with a turbine wheel 22 pivotally
mounted on a turbine shaft 22a forming a part of the
variable geometry turbocharger 20, an exhaust shutter
11 operative to promote warming-up of the diesel engine
while an engine cooling water is at low temperatures, a
catalytic converter 12 operative to lower emission levels
of HC, CO and NOx, and a silencer 13. The turbine
wheel 22, which is driven by exhaust gas in the exhaust
gas passage 9, drives the blower 21 to compress intake
air in the intake air passage 7. The compressed intake
air is cooled down 1 to increase consistency thereof.
[0014] As shown in detail in Figure 2, the turbine 21
has a number of movable vanes 24 pivotally mounted
on vane shafts 24a which are arranged so as to sur-
round the turbine wheel 22 in a turbine chamber 23 into
which an exhaust gas stream enter through a turbine

inlet (not shown) as indicated by an arrow. The turbine
wheel 22 increases its turbine efficiency by reducing a
nozzle area of each of variable-area nozzle 25 that are
formed between respective adjacent movable vanes 24
and, on the other hand, increases its turbine efficiency
by increasing the nozzle area of the nozzle 25. The mov-
able vanes 24 are driven by the vacuum operated actu-
ator 30 to change their angles with respect to the turbine
wheel 22. As shown in detail in Figure 3, the vacuum
operated actuator 30 has a diaphragm 32 by which the
interior of an actuator housing 31 is formed with a vac-
uum chamber 34, an actuator rod 33 which is fixedly
connected at one of its opposite ends to the diaphragm
32, and a coil spring 35 disposed in the vacuum cham-
ber 34 so as to surround the actuator rod 33. The actu-
ator rod 33 at another end is connected to the respective
movable vanes 24 through a link mechanism (not
shown). The vacuum operated actuator 30 operates
such that, when a negative pressure in the vacuum
chamber 34 is low (which indicates that the absolute lev-
el of negative pressure is low), the actuator rod 33 is
forced by the coil spring 35 to protrude partly out of the
actuator housing 31, so as to drive the movable vanes
24 of the turbine wheel 22 in one of opposite directions
through the link mechanism, thereby increasing the noz-
zle area of the nozzle 25 and, on the other hand, when
the negative pressure in the vacuum chamber 34 is high
(which indicates that the absolute level of negative pres-
sure is high), the actuator rod 33 is forced by the dia-
phragm 32 to retract into the actuator housing 31 against
the coil spring 35, so as to drive the movable vanes 24
of the turbine wheel 22 in another direction through the
link mechanism, thereby reducing the nozzle area of the
nozzle 25.
[0015] Referring back to Figure 1, a negative pressure
(VGT negative pressure) passage 36 extends from the
vacuum chamber 34 of the vacuum operated actuator
30 and leads to a duty solenoid valve (VGT duty sole-
noid valve) 37. The duty solenoid valve 37 is energized
to generate a negative pressure as a VGT negative
pressure according to duty ratios from a negative pres-
sure supplied by an engine operated vacuum pump 38
through a first negative pressure passage 39 and an at-
mospheric pressure supplied through a first atmospher-
ic pressure passage 40 and directs the VGT negative
pressure to the vacuum chamber 34 of the vacuum op-
erated actuator 30 through the VGT negative pressure
passage 36. When the VGT duty valve 37 is energized
with a duty ratio of 0%, it provides a negative pressure
admission ratio of 0% and an atmospheric pressure ad-
mission ratio of 100% so as to force the actuator rod 33
to protrude as much as possible, thereby increasing the
nozzle area of the turbine wheel 22 as large as possible.
On the other hand, when the VGT duty valve 37 is en-
ergized with a duty ratio of 100%, it provides a negative
pressure admission ratio of 100% and an atmospheric
pressure admission ratio of 0% so as to force the actu-
ator rod 33 back to retract as much as possible, thereby
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reducing the nozzle area of the turbine wheel 22 as
small as possible. Further, when the VGT duty valve 37
is energized with a duty ratio variable between 0% and
100%, so as to regulate linearly and precisely the turbine
efficiency. The first negative pressure passage 39 is
equipped with a negative pressure tank 15 operative to
restrain fluctuations in negative pressure that is gener-
ated by the engine operated vacuum pump 38. The term
"negative pressure admission ratio" as used herein shall
means and refer to a ratio of negative pressure that is
admitted to the VGT negative pressure passage 36 from
the first negative pressure passage 39, and the term "at-
mospheric pressure admission ratio" as used herein
shall means and refer to a ratio of atmospheric pressure
that is admitted to the VGT negative pressure passage
36 from the first atmospheric pressure passage 40.
[0016] Provided between the intake air passage 7 and
the exhaust gas passage 9 is an exhaust gas recircula-
tion (EGR) passage 50 which extends from the exhaust
gas passage 9 upstream from the turbine to the intake
air passage 7 downstream from the blower 21 so as to
admit partly exhaust gas into the intake air passage 7
from the exhaust gas passage 9 and supplies it into the
combustion chambers of the diesel engine 1 and is pro-
vided with a cooler 51 operative to cool down the ex-
haust gas so as thereby to increase consistency of the
exhaust gas. The EGR passage 50 at the downstream
side from the cooler 51 branches off into two parts,
namely first and second EGR branch passages 52 and
53 which are provided with first and second exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) valves 54 and 55, respectively, and
joined together after the first and second EGR valves
54 and 55. The first and second EGR valves 54 and 55
are substantially same in structure as shown in Figure
4. Specifically, the EGR valve 54, 55 has a valve housing
56, a diaphragm 57 by which the interior of the valve
housing 56 is formed with a vacuum chamber 60, a valve
stem 58 which is fixedly connected at one of its opposite
ends to the diaphragm 57, a valve body 59 extending
into the EGR branch passage 52, 53, and a coil spring
61 disposed in the vacuum chamber 60 so as to sur-
round the valve stem 58. The EGR valve 54, 55 operates
such that, when a negative pressure in the vacuum
chamber 60 is low (which indicates that the absolute lev-
el of negative pressure is low), the valve stem 58 is
forced by the coil spring 61 to protrude partly out of the
valve housing 56, so as to force the valve body 59 to
enter the EGR branch passage 52, 53 and shut off it
and, on the other hand, when the negative pressure in
the vacuum chamber 60 is high (which indicates that the
absolute level of negative pressure is high), the valve
stem 58 is forced by the diaphragm 57 to retract into the
valve housing 56 against the coil spring 61, so as to
force the valve body 59 back to escape from the EGR
branch passage 52,53 and open it.
[0017] A first negative pressure passage 62 extend-
ing from the vacuum chamber 60 of the first EGR valve
54 leads to a duty solenoid valve 63, and a second neg-

ative pressure passage 64 extending from the vacuum
chamber 60 of the second EGR valve 55 leads to an on-
off solenoid valve 65. A negative pressure regulation du-
ty solenoid valve 67 is supplied with a negative pressure
generated by the engine operated vacuum pump 38
through a second negative pressure passage 66, and a
atmospheric pressure regulation duty solenoid valve 69
is supplied with atmospheric pressure through a second
atmospheric pressure passage 68. Negative pressure
that is pre-regulated by the atmospheric pressure regu-
lation duty solenoid valve 69 is supplied to the duty so-
lenoid valve 63 through a negative pressure passage
70. The duty solenoid valve 63, which is of a three-way
type, provides a negative pressure admission ratio of
0% between the first negative pressure passage 62 and
the negative pressure passage 70 and opens the first
negative pressure passage 62 to the atmosphere when
it is energized with a duty ratio of 0% so as to force the
valve stem 58 of the first exhaust gas recirculation valve
54 to protrude as much as possible, thereby completely
closing the first EGR branch passage 52., On the other
hand, when the duty solenoid valve 63 is energized with
a duty ratio of 100%, it provides a negative pressure ad-
mission ratio of 100% between the first negative pres-
sure passage 62 and the negative pressure passage 70
so as to force the valve stem 58 of the first exhaust gas
recirculation valve 54 back to retract as much as possi-
ble, thereby completely opening the first EGR branch
passage 52. Further, when the duty solenoid valve 63
is energized with a duty ratio variable between 0% and
100%, so as to regulate linearly and precisely the ad-
mission ratio, and hence the amount of exhaust gas that
is recirculated Negative pressure generated by the en-
gine operated vacuum pump 38 is directly supplied to
the on-off solenoid valve 65 through a negative pressure
passage 71 branching off from the second negative
pressure passage 66 without being pre-regulated by the
duty solenoid valves 67 and 69. When the on-off sole-
noid valve 65, which is of a three-way type, is off, it pro-
vides a negative pressure admission ratio of 0% and
opens the second negative pressure passage to the at-
mosphere so as to force the valve stem 58 of the second
exhaust gas recirculation valve 55, thereby completely
closing the second EGR branch passage 53. On the oth-
er hand, when the on-off solenoid valve 65 is on, it pro-
vides a negative pressure admission ratio of 100% be-
tween the second negative pressure passage 64 and
the negative pressure passage 71 so as to force the
valve stem 58 of the first exhaust gas recirculation valve
54 back to retract as much as possible, thereby com-
pletely opening the second EGR branch passage 53.
Owing to the arrangement of the first and second ex-
haust gas recirculation valves 54 and 55 having different
operational characteristics in parallel to each other in
the EGR passage 50, it is enabled that the amount of
exhaust gas that is recirculated is, on one hand, regu-
lated quickly with a high response over a wide range by
the second exhaust gas recirculation valve 55 and, on
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the other hand, regulated finely with high preciseness
and high resolution by the first exhaust gas recirculation
valve 54. As described above, exhaust gas is easily re-
circulated into the intake air passage 7 through the ex-
haust ga recirculation passage 50 by reducing the noz-
zle area of the variable geometry turbocharger 20. This
is because, since the exhaust gas recirculation passage
50 at its upstream end opens to the exhaust gas pas-
sage 9 upstream from the movable vanes 24, and hence
the nozzle 25, or a position where the turbine wheel 22
is located, reducing the nozzle area of the nozzle 25 of
the variable geometry turbocharger 20 causes resist-
ance against an exhaust gas stream in the exhaust gas
passage 9. Accordingly, even when the first and second
exhaust gas recirculation valves 54 and 55 are at the
same valve lifts, the amount of exhaust gas that is ad-
mitted tends to increase more for smaller a nozzle area
as compared with a large nozzle area.
[0018] The diesel engine 1 is controlled by a control
unit 100 which performs, besides fuel injection control
for regulating an amount of fuel that is sprayed into the
combustion chamber or the pre-combustion chamber 5
through the fuel injector 4 and a fuel injection timing ac-
cording to engine operating conditions., at least super-
charging pressure control (VGT control) through the du-
ty solenoid valve (VGT duty valve) 37 and exhaust gas
recirculation control through the duty solenoid valve 63,
on-off solenoid valve 65, negative pressure regulation
duty solenoid valve 67 and atmospheric pressure regu-
lation duty solenoid valve 69. The supercharging pres-
sure control and exhaust gas recirculation control are
implemented on the basis of parameters represented by
signals from various sensors. In this regards, the control
unit 100 receives signals including at least a signal rep-
resentative of a pressure of intake air (supercharging
pressure) that is detected by a pressure sensor 81 dis-
posed in the intake air passage 7, a signal representa-
tive of temperature of intake air that is detected by a
temperature sensor 82 disposed in the intake air pas-
sage 7, a signal representative of a negative pressure
supplied to the upper vacuum chamber 34a of the vac-
uum operated actuator 30 that is detected by a pressure
sensor 83 disposed in the negative pressure passage
37, a signal representative ofa valve lift ofthe first ex-
haust gas recirculation valve 54, and hence an opening
of the first EGR branch passage 52, that is detected by
a valve lift sensor 84, a signal representative of a tem-
perature of engine cooling water that is detected by a
temperature sensor 85, a signal representative of an en-
gine speed that is detected as rotational angle of a
crankshaft of the diesel engine 1 by an electromagnetic
type of speed sensor 86, a signal representative of a
travel of an accelerator pedal (not shown) that is detect-
ed by a travel sensor or a position sensor 87, a signal
representative of a temperature of an engine compart-
ment that is detected by a temperature sensor 88, and
a signal representative of an atmospheric pressure that
is detected by a pressure sensor 89.

[0019] The exhaust gas recirculation control is imple-
mented in an ordinary engine operating region from a
state where the engine operates with lower speeds and
lower loads (smaller amounts of fuel) to a state where
the engine operates with moderate speeds and moder-
ate loads (moderate amounts of fuel) as shown as ex-
haust gas recirculation (EGR) control region in Figure
5. The exhaust gas recirculation control is of feedback
control which controls an amount of exhaust gas recir-
culation by bringing a practical valve lift of the first ex-
haust gas recirculation valve 54 that is detected by the
valve lift sensor 84 to a target valve lift. However, the
exhaust gas recirculation control is suspended in an ac-
celerative engine operating region where the engine op-
erates with higher speeds and higher loads as shown
as an exhaust gas recirculation suspension (non-EGR)
region in Figure 5. This is because, during engine ac-
celeration, it is necessary to increase quickly the amount
of intake air with an increase in the amount of fuel injec-
tion and, as a matter of course, it is necessary to de-
crease quickly the amount of exhaust gas that is admit-
ted by suspending the exhaust gas recirculation control.
In this instance, the exhaust gas recirculation control is
suspended also during decelerative engine operating
region.
[0020] In the VGT control, as shown in Figure 6, in
order to provide more satisfactory accelerative perform-
ance with an increase in engine speed or engine load
(an amount of fuel injection) , the duty ratio with which
the VGT duty solenoid valve 37 is basically increased
so as to provide a reduced nozzle area of the nozzle 25,
thereby providing a rise in supercharging efficiency of
the variable geometry turbocharger 20. However, as in-
dicated by reference signs R1, R2 and R3 in Figure 6,
in an engine operating region of lower speeds, the duty
ratio is decreased with an increase in engine load so as
to provide an increased nozzle area of the nozzle 25.
That is, the VGT duty solenoid valve 37 is energized, for
example, with a duty ratio of 100% so as to provide the
possibly smallest nozzle area in the engine operating
region of lower engine speeds and lower engine loads
(R1) including idling conditions, a duty ratio of 50% so
as to provide a middle size nozzle area in a moderate
engine operating region of lower engine speeds and
moderate engine loads (R2), and a duty ratio of 0% so
as to provide the possibly greatest nozzle area in the
engine operating region of lower engine speeds and
higher engine loads (R3). With the variable geometry
turbocharger control, while the exhaust gas is partly re-
circulated through the exhaust gas recirculation valve
54, 55 in the engine operating region of lower engine
speeds and lower engine loads (R1), the variable ge-
ometry turbocharger 20 reduces the nozzle area of the
nozzle 25 with an effect of causing resistance against
an exhaust gas stream, so as to make the exhaust gas
in the exhaust gas passage 9 hard to be expelled down-
stream, thereby rising the pressure of exhaust gas in the
exhaust gas passage 9 between the exhaust ports of
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the diesel engine 1 and the movable vanes 24 or the
nozzle 25 of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 or
the position where the turbine wheel 22 is located. As a
result, propulsion force for circulating the exhaust gas
into the intake air passage 7 through the EGR passage
50 is risen, so that a desired amount of exhaust gas re-
circulation is ensured by the use of the variable geom-
etry turbocharger 20 without providing the diesel engine
1 with, for example, a separate throttling element such
as a throttle valve operative to generate a negative pres-
sure in the intake air passage 7. Since a small amount
of exhaust gas is discharged in the engine operating re-
gion of lower engine speeds and lower engine loads
(R1), the variable geometry turbine 21 does not permit
the turbine wheel 22 to overspeed even when reducing
the nozzle area of the nozzle 25, so as to prevent itself
from increasing its supercharging efficiency in excess.
While the diesel engine 1 operates in the engine oper-
ating region of lower engine speeds and higher engine
loads (R3), the variable geometry turbine 21 increases
the nozzle area of the nozzle 25. Accordingly, when an
engine operation changes to the engine operating re-
gion of lower engine speeds and higher engine loads
(R3) from the engine operating region of lower engine
speeds and lower engine loads (R1) due to stepping
down the accelerator pedal on a vehicle start, the nozzle
25 open from their closed positions, as result of which
the exhaust gas tends to be expelled easily downstream
in the intake air passage 9, the turbine 29 is prevented
from increasing its rotational speed quickly, so as there-
by to eliminate the possibility that the turbine wheel 22
overspeeds and the turbine shaft 22a seizes and, in con-
sequence, guarantee the reliability of the variable ge-
ometry turbocharger 20. In a short period of time at the
beginning of stepping down the accelerator pedal on a
vehicle start, although the nozzle 25 are not completely
changed from a closed state to an open state, an in-
creased amount of exhaust gas is recirculated and
works as initial driving force for causing a rise in rota-
tional speed of the turbine wheel 22, so that, since the
nozzle 25 subsequently open more greatly, the turbine
wheel 22 rotates continuously with sufficiently large in-
ertia even though the driving force acting on the turbine
is not increased so much and, in consequence. This pre-
vents an occurrence of significant aggravation of accel-
erative performance of the diesel engine 1. In particular,
an ensured amount of exhaust gas is recirculated in the
engine operating region of lower engine speeds and
lower engine loads (R1), i.e. idling conditions that occur
so often, and reliable operation of the variable geometry
turbocharger 20 is guaranteed in engine operating con-
ditions such as vehicle starts from idling conditions that
occur so often, both of which yield significantly desirable
effects.
[0021] Further, in the moderate engine operating re-
gion of lower engine speeds and moderate engine loads
(R2), the variable geomety turbocharger 20 opens the
nozzle 25 to a nozzle area between those that are pro-

vided in the engine operating region oflower engine
speeds and lower engine loads (R1) and in the engine
operating region of lower engine speeds and higher en-
gine loads (R3), respectively. Accordingly, on the way
of change in engine operating condition from the engine
operating region of lower engine speeds and lower en-
gine loads (R1) to the engine operating region of lower
engine speeds and higher engine loads (R3) following
a vehicle start, the nozzle 25 change in nozzle area via
a middle size nozzle area, so that the nozzle 25 increase
their area in steps with an effect of mitigating a sharp
change in nozzle area from their closed state to open
state at one stretch. As a result, an increasing rate of
driving force acting on the turbine wheel 22 is lowered
in steps, so as to prevent or significantly reduce un-
pleasant feelings of drive. In this instance, although the
engine operating region of lower engine speeds is divid-
ed into three regions (R1), (R2) and (R3) for lower, mod-
erate and higher engine loads as shown in Figure 6, it
may be divided into more than three regions of engine
loads. The more the number of regions of engine loads
into which the engine operating region of lower engine
speeds is divided, the more gently the nozzle 25 in-
crease their area on the way of change in engine oper-
ating condition from the engine operating region of lower
engine speeds and lower engine loads (R1) to the en-
gine operating region of lower engine speeds and higher
engine loads (R3) following a vehicle start so that the
nozzle 25 increase more gently from their closed state
to open state. As a result, an increasing rate of driving
force acting on the turbine wheel 22 is lowered smoothly,
so as to prevent or more significantly reduce unpleasant
feelings of drive
[0022] The supercharging pressure control is per-
formed by feedback controlling a nozzle area of the noz-
zle 25 of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 so as
to provide a target supercharging pressure according to
engine operating conditions such as engine speeds and
engine loads. In particular, as shown in Figure 7, feed-
back control of nozzle area is implemented so as to bring
a practical supercharging pressure that is detected by
the pressure sensor 81 to a target supercharging pres-
sure in engine operating regions defined for supercharg-
ing pressure feedback control, namely an engine oper-
ating region of extremely higher engine loads (a) and an
engine operating region of moderate engine speeds and
moderate engine loads (b). This is because, since a tar-
get supercharging pressure is set to an extremely high
level according to extremely high engine loads (ex-
tremely large amounts of fuel injection) in the engine op-
erating region of extremely higher engine loads (a), if
control of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 based
on a practical supercharging pressure in the intake pas-
sage 7 is imprecise, the supercharging pressure be-
comes too high to prevent the turbine wheel 22 from
overspeeding and/or the turbine shaft 22a from seizing
due to an overspeed of the turbine wheel 22, which al-
ways yields aggravation of the reliability of the variable
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geometry turbocharger 20. Further, regarding the en-
gine operating region of moderate engine speeds and
moderate engine loads (b), since it is involved in an en-
gine operating region for implementation of the exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) control region as shown by a
double-dotted line in Figure 7, if control of the variable
geometry turbocharger 20 based on a practical super-
charging pressure in the intake passage 7 is imprecise,
fluctuations occur in the amount of exhaust gas that is
recirculated through the exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR) passage 50, which makes it hard to feedback
control the amount of exhaust gas recirculation and, in
consequence, causes fluctuation in emission level of
NOx.
[0023] On the other hand, in the remaining engine op-
erating region of ordinary engine speeds including lower
engine speeds for negative pressure feedback control
for the variable geometry turbocharger 20 (VGT nega-
tive pressure feedback region), VGT negative pressure
control is implemented, in place of the supercharging
pressure control, by feedback controlling a nozzle area
of the nozzle 25 of the variable geometry turbocharger
20 so as to bring a practical supercharging pressure that
is detected by the pressure sensor 83 to a target super-
charging pressure. This is because, although the super-
charging pressure feedback control is superior in accu-
racy, it has a relatively large time lag until causing an
increase or a decrease in practical supercharging pres-
sure in the intake air passage 7 and is, in consequence,
defective in responsiveness. The time lag is caused due
to a change in turbine efficiency resulting from that the
nozzle 25 is regulated by a change in negative pressure
supplied to the vacuum chamber 34 of the vacuum op-
erated actuator 30 on the basis of a duty ratio for the
VGT duty solenoid valve 37 which is determined so as
to cancel a pressure difference between the practical
and target supercharging pressures. An occurrence of
such a time lag is a matter of concern in an engine op-
erating region of lower engine speeds where a small
amount of exhaust gas is generated and, in conse-
quence, an increase or a decrease in practical super-
charging pressure tends to be slow. Besides, because
the pressure difference between practical and target su-
percharging pressures is calculated on the basis of a
practical supercharging pressure corresponding to a du-
ty ratio that is generated for the VGT duty solenoid valve
37 a relatively long time ago, a feedback control value
becomes too large, the control I apt to overshoot and
cause hunting which is always undesirable for stable
control. The supercharging pressure generated in the
intake air passage 7 varies widely, due to which the con-
trol is apt to cause hunting. Since the unstableness of
control causes fluctuations in engine output, it is espe-
cially a matter of concern in an ordinary engine operat-
ing region during stable cruising. On the other hand, al-
though a direct target of the supercharging pressure
control (VGT control) is the VGT duty solenoid valve 37
and the final result of the control is revealed as a super-

charging pressure in the intake air passage 7, neverthe-
less, there is an inter relationship, though indirect, be-
tween a VGT negative pressure that the VGT duty so-
lenoid valve 37 generates directly and a nozzle area of
the nozzle 25 that varies with the VGT negative pressure
or a supercharging pressure that the variable geometry
turbocharger 20 generates. Accordingly, the variable
geometry turbocharger 20 can be feedback controlled
on the basis of the in place of the practical supercharg-
ing pressure in the intake air passage 7 which is the final
result of the variable geometry turbocharger control, the
VGT negative pressure that the VGT duty solenoid valve
37 generates directly in the negative pressure (VGT
negative pressure) passage 36 in place of the practical
supercharging pressure in the intake air passage 7 as
the final result of the variable geometry turbocharger
control. In this case, since that the VGT duty solenoid
valve 37 generates directly the VGT negative pressure,
there is no large time lag such as occurring in the su-
percharging pressure feedback control, besides varia-
tions in VGR negative pressure level is small as com-
pared with those in supercharging pressure, so that de-
fect in responsiveness and unstableness of the control
are eliminated. On the grounds of the above, the VGT
negative pressure control, which is inferior in precise-
ness but superior in responsiveness and stability, is im-
plemented region in place of the supercharging pres-
sure feedback control in the engine operating region of
lower engine speeds and the ordinary engine operating.
[0024] Which control is implemented between the su-
percharging pressure feedback control and the negative
pressure feedback control depends upon control char-
acteristics that engine operating condition requires and
characteristics that the respective control is possessed
of. Accordingly, in place of selectively implementing the
two feedback control, it may be acceptable to implement
both feedback control in, for example, the case where
the characteristics of both or either one of the two feed-
back control are required. Otherwise, as shown as an
open control region in Figure 8, in an engine operating
region including the lower speed engine operating re-
gion and ordinary engine operating region but excluding
the engine operating region of extremely higher engine
loads (a) for the supercharging pressure feedback con-
trol where the VGT control is required to be performed
with high preciseness and the engine operating region
of moderate engine speeds and moderate engine loads
(b) for the supercharging pressure feedback control
which overlaps the engine operating region for the ex-
haust gas recirculation (EGR) control, open or feedfor-
ward control may be implemented in place of the feed-
back control. In the case where the open control is im-
plemented, there possibly occurs a problem accompa-
nying a switch in control mode of the variable geometry
turbocharger 20 upon a transition of engine operating
condition from the open control engine operating region
to the feedback control engine operating region, more
specifically upon a transition of engine operating condi-
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tion to the feedback control region of higher and full en-
gine loads (a) from an engine operating region of lower
engine loads such as when a demand for acceleration
which needs a harp increase in accelerator travel oc-
curs. That is, the open control regulates a nozzle area
of the nozzle of the variable geometry turbocharger 20
so as to develop a basic target supercharging pressure
according to engine operating conditions such as en-
gine speeds and engine loads, while feedback control
regulates a nozzle area of the nozzle of the variable ge-
ometry turbocharger 20 so as to cancel a pressure dif-
ference between a practical and a target supercharging
pressure. As shown by a solid line A in a time chart il-
lustrated in Figure 20, a target supercharging pressure
for the feedback control is calculated immediately at the
beginning of an entry into the feedback control region of
higher and full engine loads (a) from an engine operating
region of lower engine loads as a result of stepping down
the accelerator pedal for acceleration, while, as shown
by a double dotted line B in Figure 32, a practical super-
charging pressure rises slowly due to a response delay
of the VGT control, as result of which a pressure differ-
ence (∆) between the practical and the target super-
charging pressure at the beginning of implementation of
the feedback control (t11) is considerably large. As a re-
sult; a feedback control value becomes large in excess
in order to cancel the pressure difference, so that the
practical supercharging pressure is apt to overshoot as
shown by a reference sign C in Figure 23, as a result of
which the turbine 21 overspeeds and the turbine shaft
22a possibly seizes, so as to cause aggravation of the
reliability of the variable geometry turbocharger 20. Fur-
ther, the feedback control is apt to cause hunting, so as
to lose control stability and let the driver have an un-
pleasant driving feeling due to fluctuation in engine out-
put even during acceleration. For this reason, the control
is programmed and adapted such that the open control
is left effective without switching to the feedback control
immediately upon an entry into the feedback control re-
gion of higher and full engine loads (a) from from an en-
gine operating region of lower engine loads, for exam-
ple, during acceleration. With the open control, as
shown by a broken line D in Figure 20, the feedback
control is effected at a point of time (t13) at which the
practical supercharging pressure reaches a level within
a specified pressure difference (h) from the target su-
percharging pressure for the feedback control. As a re-
sult; as shown in Figure 23, when the accelerator pedal
is stepped down at a point of time (t11) accompanying
a sharp increase in accelerator opening, and as a result
of which the diesel engine 1 attains a speed exceeding
a specified threshold speed for a judgement of full load
engine operating condition at a point of time (t12), the
feedback control, which is performed on the basis of a
supercharging pressure difference (∆), is not imple-
mented at an entry into the feedback control engine op-
erating region at the point of time (t11) even though the
supercharging pressure difference (∆) is large, so as to

prevent the practical supercharging pressure from over-
shooting and the control from hunting. Since the feed-
back control commences at the point of time (t13) at
which the pressure difference (∆) falls within the speci-
fied pressure difference (h) between the target super-
charging pressure for the feedback control and a thresh-
old pressure (k) for a judgement of commencement of
the feedback control, the feedback control value is pre-
vented from becoming large in excess in order to cancel
the pressure difference (∆) which is within the specified
pressure difference (h) and relatively small, so as to pre-
vent the practical supercharging pressure from over-
shooting and the control from hunting, which eliminates
or significantly ease problems relating to aggravation of
the reliability of the variable geometry turbocharger 20
and stability of the control and fluctuations in engine out-
put. Though the open control remains effective for the
period between the points of time (t11) and (t12), the
nozzle 25 of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 may
be controlled to open a little more rather in that period
than ordinary so as to cause the practical supercharging
pressure as shown by the broken line D to rise slowly a
little, which prevents the practical supercharging pres-
sure from overshooting the threshold pressure (k) for the
judgement of commencement of the control and the tur-
bine 21 from overspeeding and guarantees stabilization
of the control. Governing such that the management that
the control of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 is
not switched to the feedback control immediately after
a transition of engine operating condition to the engine
operating region of extremely higher engine loads (a) or
the engine operating region of moderate engine speeds
and moderate engine loads (b) is nothing but restraining
or easing the feedback control. As a technique for re-
straining the feedback control, it is acceptable to prohibit
implementation of the feedback control, to void a feed-
back control value though the feedback control is al-
lowed to be implemented, or to lower a control gain.
[0025] The control unit 100 further performs VGT neg-
ative pressure learning control while a temperature of
the diesel engine 1 or the engine compartment is higher
than a specified temperature and stable after warming-
up during idling or while a negative pressure generated
by the engine operated vacuum pump 38 is stable at a
specified level due to stabilization of engine speed after
idling-up. Specifically, incases where there are fluctua-
tions in VGT negative pressure supplied to the vacuum
operated actuator 30 even when the VGT duty solenoid
valve 37 is energized with the same duty ratio because
of an individual difference of the VGT duty solenoid
valve 37, variable geometry type of turbocharger 20 is
hard to develop a target supercharging pressure due to
irregularity of controlled nozzle areas of the nozzle 25.
In order to eliminate the problem, the duty ratio for the
VGT duty solenoid valve 37 suitable for developing a
given target supercharging pressure is determined in
consideration with an error of a negative pressure that
is generated by VGT duty solenoid valve 37 energized
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with a predetermined specific duty ratio from a standard
negative pressure that is previously given. In such a
case, if circumferential environments are not fixed dur-
ing implementation o the VGT negative pressure learn-
ing control, the learned results are also irregular so as
to lower learning accuracy. For this reason, the VGT
negative pressure learning control is implemented only
while an ambient temperature of the VGT duty solenoid
valve 37 such as temperature of the diesel engine 1 or
the engine compartment is substantially fixed and un-
changeable and the VGT duty solenoid valve 37 is elec-
trically stable or while a negative pressure that is gen-
erated as a source negative pressure of a VGT negative
pressure by the engine operated vacuum pump 38 is
stable. Further, since the VGT duty solenoid valve 37
energized with a given duty ratio regardless of engine
operating conditions, it generates a supercharging pres-
sure unrelated the engine operating conditions. Accord-
ingly, in order to lower an unpleasant feeling of the driv-
er, the VGT negative pressure learning control is imple-
mented only during idling where a small amount of ex-
haust gas is discharged and a supercharging pressure
is low and less influential.
[0026] Figures 9A and 9B are respective parts of a
flow chart illustrating a main routine of control of the VGT
duty solenoid valve 37. When the sequence logic com-
mence, after reading in signals from the various sensors
at step S1, a basic target VGT negative pressure Fa,
that is supplied to the vacuum chamber 34 of the vacu-
um operated actuator 30, is determined at step S2. De-
termination of the basic target VGT negative pressure
Fa is performed by a subroutine illustrated by a flow
chart shown in Figure 10. When the basic target VGT
negative pressure determination subroutine is called for,
basic target negative pressures are determined for var-
ious engine operating conditions through steps 101 to
109. The term "charge cut-off region" as used in the ba-
sic target VGT negative pressure determination subrou-
tine shall mean and refer to a engine operating region
in which a supercharging pressure in the intake air pas-
sage 7 is extremely high regardless of engine speeds
as shown in Figure 11 and wherein the variable geom-
etry turbocharger 20 definitely suspends generation of
a supercharging pressure as long as the supercharging
pressure is in the charge cut-off region.
[0027] Referring now to Figure 10 which is a flow chart
illustrating a subroutine of the basic target VGT negative
pressure determination control. When the engine 1
starts up at step S101, a start up target negative pres-
sure is determined at step S102. When a supercharging
pressure is in the charge cut-off region at step S103, a
charge cut-off target negative pressure is determined at
step S104. A VGT negative pressure that causes the
nozzle 25 of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 to
open to its full position is employed for the start up target
negative pressure and the charge cut-off target negative
pressure. When the engine 1 is idling at step S105, an
idling target negative pressure is determined at step

S106. A VGT negative pressure that causes the nozzle
25 of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 to close to
its full close position is employed for the idling target
negative pressure. When the engine 1 operates with a
full load S107, a full load target negative pressure is de-
termined at step S108. A VGT negative pressure that
causes the nozzle 25 of the variable geometry turbo-
charger 20 to close to its full close position is employed
for the full load target negative pressure. When the en-
gine is in an engine operating conditions other than the
above conditions, i.e. operates with partial loads, at step
S107, a partial load target negative pressure is deter-
mined at step S109. A VGT negative pressure that caus-
es the nozzle 25 of the variable geometry turbocharger
20 to open to some extent is employed for the partial
load target negative pressure. Because employing the
target negative pressures according to engine operating
conditions, a given amount of exhaust gas that is recir-
culated is ensured in the exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR) control region of lower engine speeds and lower
engine loads with an effect of smoothly controlling an
air-fuel ratio. Moreover, besides aggravation of the reli-
ability of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 at a ve-
hicle start is eliminated, an unpleasant feeling is eased.
[0028] After the determination of a target negative
pressure, the basic target negative pressure is correct-
ed according to an atmospheric pressure at step S110.
The basic target negative pressure correction is carried
out by changing a nozzle area smaller so as to increase
an amount of air that is supplied tot he combustion
chamber such that the lower the atmospheric pressure
is, the more the amount of air increases, such as shown
in Figure 12. Subsequently, the basic target negative
pressure is further corrected according to temperatures
of intake air at step S111. The basic target negative
pressure correction is carried out by changing a nozzle
area larger so as to increase an amount of air that is
supplied tot he combustion chamber such that the high-
er the intake air temperature is, the more the amount of
air increases such as shown in Figure 13. After the cor-
rections of the basic target negative pressure at steps
S110 and S111, the basic target negative pressure is
annealed in consideration with its past record in order
to restrain a sharp change in the basic target negative
pressure. The annealing treatment is performed by the
following expression:

where

FU1 is the latest target negative pressure after an-
nealing treatment;
FU(i-1) is the last e target negative pressure after
annealing treatment;
FU0 is the latest target negative pressure before
annealing treatment, i.e. the basic target negative

FU1 = K1xFU1(i-1) + (1-K1)xFU0(i)
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pressure after the atmospheric pressure and tem-
perature correction;
K1 is a coefficient between 0.5 and 1

[0029] Finally, the target negative pressure is correct-
ed for advancing at step S113. The annealing correc-
tion is conducted to determine a basic target VGT neg-
ative pressure Fa with the aim to restrain or ease a re-
sponse delay of a change in a supercharging pressure
and performed by the following expression:

where

FU2 is the latest target negative pressure after ad-
vancing correction;
FU1(i) is the latest target e negative pressure after
annealing treatment;
FU0(i-1) is the last target negative pressure after
annealing treatment;
K2 is a coefficient between 0 and 0.5

Then, the final step orders return to the main routine,
after the step in the main routine calling for the basic
target VGT negative pressure determination subroutine.
[0030] Referring back to the main routine in Figure 9A,
a decision is made at step S3 as to whether a condition
for implementation of the VGT negative pressure feed-
back control (VGT negative pressure control condition)
is satisfied. When the VGT negative pressure control
condition is satisfied, a subroutine of the VGT negative
pressure feedback control is called for to determine a
VGT feedback control value (a VGT feedback negative
pressure Fb) at step S4. On the other hand, when the
VGT negative pressure control condition is still unsatis-
fied, the VGT feedback negative pressure Fb is set to a
value of zero (0) at step S5. The VGT negative pressure
control condition is, for example, such that an engine
operating condition falls in the VGT negative pressure
feedback region shown in Figure 7 and changing rates
of both basic target negative pressure Fa and practical
VGT negative pressure are small.
[0031] Referring now to Figure 14 which is a flow chart
illustrating a subroutine of the VGT negative pressure
feedback control, after integrating the basic target VGT
negative pressures determined up to the latest control
cycle and the practical VGT negative pressures detect-
ed up to the latest control cycle at steps S201 and S202,
respectively, an average basic target VGT negative
pressure and an average practical VGT negative pres-
sure are calculated at step S403 and S404, respectively.
That is to say, by means of integration ofboth basic tar-
get VGT negative pressure and practical VGT negative
pressures, the feedback control value is prevented from
sharply varying with an effect of stabilizing the VGT con-
trol. Subsequently, duty ratios are calculated using the

FU2 = [FU1(i) - K2xFU1(i-1)]/(1-K2)

average basic target VGT negative pressure and the av-
erage practical VGT negative pressure, respectively, on
the basis of basic characteristics as a standard for the
VGT negative pressure learning control at steps S205
and S206, respectively. Accordingly, the duty ratios that
are calculated at steps S205 and S206 have not incor-
porated a variation in VGT negative pressure due to an
individual variation of the VGT duty solenoid valve 37.
Subsequently, a difference between the duty ratios (a
duty ratio difference on the basis of the basic character-
istic) is calculated at step S207, and duty ratios are cal-
culated from the average basic target VGT negative
pressure and average practical VGT negative pressure,
respectively, on the basis of learning values at step
S208 and S209, respectively. The term "learning value"
as used herein shall mean and refer to a leaning correc-
tion value (a difference from a basic VGT negative pres-
sure that is predetermined). Accordingly, the duty ratios
that are calculated at steps S208 and S2069have incor-
porated a variation in VGT negative pressure due to an
individual variation of the VGT duty solenoid valve 37.
Subsequently, after calculating a difference between the
duty ratios (a duty ratio difference on the basis of learn-
ing value) at step S210, a VGT negative pressure feed-
back control value is determined on the basis of the duty
ratio differences on the basis of basic characteristic and
the duty ratio difference on the basis of the learning val-
ue at step S211. Finally, at step S212, a VGT feedback
negative pressure Fb is determine by reflecting a past
record in the VGT feedback negative pressure in order
to prevent a sharp change in the VGT negative pressure
feedback control value. The VGT feedback negative
pressure Fb is given by the following expression:

where

FBS(i) is the latest VGT feedback negative pres-
sure Fb;
FBS(i-1) is the last VGT feedback negative pres-
sure Fb;
FB is the VGT negative pressure feedback control
value;
K3 is a coefficient between 0 and 0.5

Then, the final step orders return to the main routine,
after the step in the main routine calling for the VGT neg-
ative pressure feedback control subroutine.
[0032] Referring back to the main routine in Figure 9A,
a decision is made at step S6 as to whether a condition
for implementation of the VGT negative pressure learn-
ing control (VGT negative pressure learning condition)
is satisfied. When the VGT negative pressure learning
condition is satisfied, a subroutine of the VGT negative
pressure learning control is called for at step S7. The
VGT negative pressure learning condition is, for exam-

FBS(i) = FBS(i-1) + K3xFB
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ple, such that the engine 1 is idling for a specified period
of time, the engine cooling water is at a temperature
higher than a specified temperature, the atmospheric
pressure is ata fixed standard, and the engine compart-
ment is at a temperature higher than a specified tem-
perature. When the VGT negative pressure learning
condition is satisfied, the VGT negative pressure learn-
ing control is implemented in a state where a high learn-
ing accuracy is ensured owing to stable electrical char-
acteristics of the VGT duty solenoid valve 37 and stable
negative pressure that is generated by the engine oper-
ated vacuum pump 38 and in a state where the driver
has no unpleasant driving feeling because ofless fluc-
tuation in engine output as well.
[0033] Figures 15A to 15C are a flow chart illustrating
a subroutine of the VGT negative pressure learning con-
trol. In the VGT negative pressure learning control, spe-
cific learning duty rates of, for example 80%, 50% and
20% are preselected as shown in Figure 16. Learning
is implemented with respect to the respective duty ratios
through steps S301 to S309, steps S310 to S318 and
steps S319 to S327, respectively, to obtain learning val-
ues α, β and γ, and then, learning data X over possibly
available duty ratios is drawn up by interpolating each
adjacent learning values as shown by a broken line in
Figure 17at step S328. The learning duty ratios are not
limited to the above values and may be of, for example,
100%, 50% and 12.5%.
[0034] As shown in a time chart in Figure 18, the VGT
negative pressure learning control holds itself in readi-
ness for a specified standby period of time until a point
of time (t2) even when the engine is detected to be in
an idling condition at a point of time (t1). The standby
period is necessary for the engine 1 to satisfy the VGT
negative pressure learning condition that the specified
period of time has passed from an entering an idling con-
dition, the engine cooling water is at a temperature high-
er than the specified temperature, and the engine com-
partment is at a temperature higher than the specified
temperature. After a lapse of the standby period, a de-
cision is made at step S301 as to whether learning data
Xα relating to the learning duty ratio of 80% is not yet
provided The learning data Xα is provided on the basis
of a learning value α at step S309. When learning data
Xα is still not yet prepared, after resetting a timer count
Tt to a preset time of, for example, four seconds at step
S302, a duty signal is output to energize the VGT duty
solenoid valve 37 with the learning duty ratio of 80% at
step S303. Subsequently, a decision is made at step
S304 as to whether the timer count Tt has been counted
down to 0 (zero), in other words, whether the VGT duty
solenoid valve 37 is continuously applied with the duty
signal for four seconds. When the timer count Tt is not
yet counted down to 0 (zero), a decision is made at step
S305 as to whether a specified waiting time Ta of, for
example, two seconds has passed after outputting the
duty signal. When the specified waiting time Ta has
passed, after detecting a VGT negative pressure VGTvp

in the VGT negative pressure passage 36 by the pres-
sure sensor 83 at step S306, an integrated VGT nega-
tive pressure VGTvint is calculated by adding the VGT
negative pressure VGTvp to the last integrated VGT
negative pressure VGTvint(i-I) at step S307. When the
specified waiting time Ta does not yet pass at step S305
or subsequently to the calculation of the integrated VGT
negative pressure VGTvint at step S307, after changing
the timer count Tt by a decrement of 1 (one) at step
S308, the sequence logic return to step S303. When the
timer count Tt has been counted down to 0 (zero) at step
S304, learning data Xα is provided by calculating a dif-
ference of an average value of the integrated VGT neg-
ative pressure VGTvint from the basic VGT negative
pressure VGTvbase at step S309. The reason why the
detection of a VGT negative pressure VGTvpin the VGT
negative pressure passage 36 is made not immediately
after outputting the duty signal at step S302 but within
a period of time Tb (see Figure 18) until the preset time
count Tt has passed from after a lapse of the specified
waiting time Ta is that, as shown in Figure 18, the VGT
duty solenoid valve 37 takes a time until a VGT negative
pressure VGTvp changes and levels off after it receives
a duty signal. For this reason, the detection of a VGT
negative pressure VGTvp is made after stabilization
thereof, i.e. in a later half of the period of tine (which is
defined by the preset time count Tt) for which a duty sig-
nal is applied to VGT duty solenoid valve 37.
[0035] After providing the learning data Xα relating to
the learning duty ratio of 80% through steps S301 to
S309 that is completed between points of time t2 and t3
in the time chart shown in Figure 18, learning Xβ and
learning Xγ relating to the learning duty ratios of 50%
and 20%, respectively, are provided on the basis learn-
ing values β and γ, respectively, by a substantially same
process through steps S310 to 318 that take place be-
tween points of time t3 and t4 and steps S319 to S327
that take place between points of time t4 and t5, respec-
tively. Finally, at step S328, learning data X over possi-
bly available duty ratios is drawn up by interpolating
each adjacent learning values α, β and γ, and then, as
shown by a broken line in Figure 17. As demonstrated
in Figures 17 and 18 by way of example, though the VGT
duty solenoid valve 37 is energized with a standard duty
ratio b to generate a VGT negative pressure of a level
of a, as a result of the learning control, the VGT duty
solenoid valve 37 necessitates to be energized with a
duty ratio d decreased by a learned value c from the
standard duty ratio b. The final step orders return to the
main routine, after the step in the main routine calling
for the basic target VGT negative pressure determina-
tion subroutine.
[0036] Referring back to the main routine in Figure 9A,
a decision is made at step S8 as to whether a condition
for implementation of the supercharging pressure feed-
back control (a supercharging pressure feedback con-
dition) is satisfied. When the supercharging pressure
feedback condition is satisfied, a subroutine of the su-
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percharging pressure feedback control is called for to
determine a feedback control value, i.e. a supercharging
pressure feedback negative pressure Fc. On the other
hand, when the supercharging pressure feedback con-
dition is not yet satisfied, the supercharging pressure
feedback negative pressure Fc is reset to 0 (zero), in
other words, the supercharging pressure feedback con-
trol is made ineffective. In this instance, the supercharg-
ing pressure feedback condition is, for example, such
that an engine operating condition falls in the engine op-
erating region of extremely higher engine loads (a) or in
the engine operating region of moderate engine speeds
and moderate engine loads (b) shown in Figure 7 or 8,
a changing rate of target negative pressure is small, and
a difference between practical and target supercharging
pressures is less than the specified pressure difference
(h). With the decision, the supercharging pressure feed-
back control does not commence immediately even
when an engine operating condition enters either the en-
gine operating region of extremely higher engine loads
(a) or the engine operating region of moderate engine
speeds and moderate engine loads (b) but commences
after the practical supercharging pressure reaches a
level within an extent ofthe specified pressure difference
(h). from the target supercharging pressure, so as to
prevent the practical supercharging pressure from over-
shooting and hunting owing to a smooth switch of control
mode upon an entry into the engine operating region of
extremely higher engine loads (a) or the engine operat-
ing region of moderate engine speeds and moderate en-
gine loads (b), thereby eliminating aggravation of the re-
liability of the variable geometry turbocharger 20 and
stability of the control, and also preventing the engine 1
from causing fluctuations in engine output.
[0037] Figure 19 is a flow chart illustrating a subrou-
tine of the supercharging pressure feedback control. In
the supercharging pressure feedback control, after de-
termining a basic target supercharging pressure Pbstg
at step S401 and making a correction of the basic target
supercharging pressure Pbstg according to an atmos-
pheric pressure at step S402, a practical supercharging
pressure Pact in the intake air passage 7 is read through
the pressure sensor 81 in at step S403. Subsequently,
after calculating a pressure difference ∆P between the
practical supercharging pressure Pact and basic target
supercharging pressure Pbstg after correction at step
S404, calculations are consecutively made to determine
a proportional term and an integral term of a feedback
correction value at steps S405 and S406, respectively,
and then, a calculation is made to determine an average
of integral terms up to the latest cycle at step S407. Sub-
sequently, a decision is made at step S408 as to whether
an engine operating condition falls in the partial load en-
gine operating region (the engine operating region of
moderate engine speeds and moderate engine loads)
(b). The average integral term is added by an integral
term obtained during the last cycle of the supercharging
pressure feedback control at a partial load condition

when the engine operation condition falls in the partial
load engine operating region (b) at step S409 or by an
integral term obtained during the last cycle of the super-
charging pressure feedback control at a full load condi-
tion when the engine operation condition does not fall
in the partial load engine operating region (b) but halls
in the full load engine operating region (a) at step S410.
The resultant integral terms calculated at steps S409
and 410 are clipped by upper and lower limits.
[0038] Subsequently, at step S411, a calculation is
made to determine a feedback correction value for the
supercharging pressure feedback control on the basis
of the proportional term calculated at step S405 and the
integral term finalized at step S409 or S410. Applying
such treatments including averaging, in particular, to the
integral term attenuates an influence of a sharp change
in feedback control value, so as to reinforce stability of
the supercharging pressure feedback control. In this in-
stance, the proportional term, integral term and feed-
back correction value that are calculated through steps
S405 to 411 are given as areas of the nozzle 25 of the
variable geometry type of turbocharger 20. Accordingly,
the feedback correction value is finally converted to a
negativepressure on the basis of, for example, a nega-
tive pressure that is developed when energizing the
VGT duty solenoid valve 37 with a duty ratio of, for ex-
ample, 100% and utilized as a supercharging pressure
feedback negative pressure Fc at step S412. Then, the
final step orders return to the main routine, after the step
in the main routine calling for the supercharging pres-
sure feedback control subroutine.
[0039] Referring back to Figure 9A, at step S11, a
VGT target negative pressure Fo is determined by add-
ing the basic target VGT negative pressure Fa, VGT
feedback negative pressure Fb and supercharging
pressure feedback negative pressure Fc together. Sub-
sequently, a decision is made at step S12 as to whether
the VGT negative learning control is under implementa-
tion. A resultant target negative pressure Ffo is deter-
mined by employing the negative pressure Fg corre-
sponding to the learning duty ratio (80%, 50% or 20%)
at step S13 when whether the VGT negative learning
control is under implementation, or by employing the
VGT target negative pressure Fo at step S14 when
whether the VGT negative learning control is not under
implementation. Subsequently, in Figure 9B, after con-
verting the resultant target negative pressure Ffo to a
practical duty ratio Da at step S15, a correction is made
of the practical duty ratio Da according to the learning
data X, an atmospheric pressure and a battery voltage
at step S16. The correction of the practical duty ratio Da
according to battery voltage is made to compensate a
drop in practical duty ratio that is possibly caused due
to a drop in battery voltage. Specifically, as shown in
Figure 21, when the battery voltage declines lower than
a specified level, a correction coefficient is increased
from a value of 1 (one) in inversely proportion to a drop
in battery voltage. Thereafter, a decision is made at step
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S17 as to whether a condition for prohibiting super-
charging (a supercharging prohibition condition) is sat-
isfied. The supercharging prohibition condition is, for ex-
ample, such that an ignition switch is off, that the engine
starts up, that there are fluctuations in exhaust gas pres-
sure during operation of the exhaust shutter 11, or that
either one of the sensors, in particular the pressure sen-
sor 83 associated with the VGT control is breaks down.
After the practical duty ratio Da or reset it to 0% at step
S18 when the supercharging prohibition condition is sat-
isfied at step S17 or directly when the supercharging
prohibition condition is unsatisfied at step S17, a duty
signal is output to energize the VGT duty solenoid valve
37 with the practical duty ratio Da at step S19. Then, the
final step orders return to repeat another routine of the
main routine.
[0040] As apparent from the above embodiment, ac-
cording to the present invention, when feedback con-
trolling a supercharging pressure to a target super-
charging pressure by controlling the variable geometry
supercharger, in particular even when the engine
changes in operating condition from the region of lower
engine loads to the region of higher engine loads due to
stepping down an accelerator pedal for acceleration, the
variable geometry supercharger is free from the prob-
lems of overspeeding of the turbine and seizing of the
turbine shaft which lead to aggravation of the reliability
of the variable geometry supercharger.
[0041] It is to be understood that although the present
invention has been described in detail with respect to
the preferred embodiments thereof, various other em-
bodiments and variants may occur to those skilled in the
art, which are within the scope and spirit of the invention,
and such other embodiments and variants are intended
to be covered by the following claims.

Claims

1. A system of controlling an engine (1) equipped with
a supercharger (20) for generating a supercharging
pressure in an intake air passage (7) which has a
nozzle (24) variable in nozzle area (25) relative to
a turbine (22), said system comprising pressure de-
tecting means (81) for detecting a practical super-
charging pressure in said intake passage (7), con-
dition detection means (86, 87) for detecting an en-
gine operating condition of the supercharged en-
gine (1); and control means (30, 37, 83, 100) for de-
termining a target supercharging pressure accord-
ing to said engine operating condition and perform-
ing feedback control of said supercharging pres-
sure by feedback controlling a nozzle area (25) of
said variable nozzle (24) so as to bring said practical
supercharging pressure in said intake passage (7)
to said target supercharging pressure, whereby
said control means (30, 37, 83, 100) restrains said
feedback control temporarily when said engine op-

erating condition changes from a region of lower en-
gine loads to a region of higher engine loads and
removes said restraint of said feedback control of
said supercharging pressure when a difference be-
tween said practical supercharging pressure and
said target supercharging pressure is smaller than
a specified value.

2. A system of controlling an engine as defined in
claim 1, wherein said control means (30, 37, 83,
100) prohibits said feedback control of said super-
charging pressure when said engine operating con-
dition falls in a region of lower engine speeds.

3. A system of controlling an engine as defined in
claim 1 or 2, wherein said control means (30, 37,
83, 100) controls said nozzle (24) so as to attain
said nozzle area (25) greater than said nozzle area
(25) at which said supercharger generates said tar-
get supercharging pressure.

4. A system of controlling an engine as defined either
one of the preceding claims 1 to 3, wherein said
control means (30, 37, 83, 100) restrains said feed-
back control of said supercharging pressure by at
least one of prohibiting said feedback control of said
nozzle (24), voiding a feedback control value as a
result of implementation of said feedback control of
said nozzle (2) and decreasing a gain of said feed-
back control of said nozzle.

Patentansprüche

1. System zum Regeln bzw. Steuern eines Motors (1),
welcher mit einem Turbolader (20) zum Erzeugen
eines Aufladedrucks in einem Einlaßluftdurchtritt
(7) ausgerüstet ist, welches eine Düse (24) auf-
weist, welche in einem Düsenbereich bzw. einer
Düsenfläche (25) relativ zu einer Turbine (22) ver-
änderbar ist, wobei das System Druckdetektions-
mittel (81) zum Detektieren eines praktischen bzw.
tatsächlichen Aufladedrucks in dem Aufnahme-
bzw. Einlaßdurchtritt (7), Bedingungs- bzw. Zu-
standsdetektionsmittel (86, 87) zum Detektieren
bzw. Feststellen eines Motorbetriebszustands des
aufgeladenen Motors (1), und Regel- bzw. Steuer-
mittel (30, 37, 83, 100) zum Bestimmen eines Ziel-
Aufladedrucks gemäß dem Motorbetriebszustand
und zum Durchführen einer Rückkopplungs- bzw.
Feedbacksteuerung des Aufladedrucks durch ein
Feedbacksteuern bzw. -regeln einer Düsenfläche
(25) der variablen Düse (24) umfaßt, um den tat-
sächlichen Aufladedruck in dem Einlaßdurchtritt (7)
auf den Ziel-Aufladedruck zu bringen, wobei
die Regel- bzw. Steuermittel (30, 37, 83, 100) die
Feedbacksteuerung vorübergehend beschränken
bzw. unterdrücken, wenn sich der Motorbetriebszu-
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stand von einem Bereich niedrigerer Motorlasten zu
einem Bereich bzw. einer Region höherer Motorla-
sten ändert, und die Beschränkung der Feedback-
steuerung des Aufladedrucks entfernen, wenn ein
Unterschied zwischen dem tatsächlichen Auflade-
druck und dem Ziel-Aufladedruck geringer als ein
bestimmter Wert ist.

2. System zum Regeln bzw. Steuern eines Motors
nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Regel- bzw. Steuermit-
tel (30, 37, 83, 100) die Feedbacksteuerung des
Aufladedrucks verbieten, wenn der Motorbetriebs-
zustand in einen Bereich von niedrigeren Motor-
drehzahlen fällt.

3. System zum Regeln bzw. Steuern eines Motors
nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Regel- bzw.
Steuermittel (30, 37, 83, 100) die Düse (24) regeln
bzw. steuern, um die Düsenfläche (25) größer als
die Düsenfläche (25) einzunehmen bzw. zu errei-
chen, bei welcher der Turbolader den Ziel-Auflade-
druck erzeugt bzw. generiert.

4. System zum Regeln bzw. Steuern eines Motors
nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche 1 bis 3,
wobei die Regel- bzw. Steuermittel (30, 37, 83, 100)
die Feedbacksteuerung des Aufladedrucks durch
wenigstens eines aus einem Verbieten der Feed-
backsteuerung der Düse (24), einem Löschen bzw.
Aufheben eines Feedback-Steuerwerts als ein Re-
sultat einer Implementation der Feedbacksteue-
rung der Düse (2) und einem Abnehmen bzw. Ver-
ringern einer Verstärkung der Feedbacksteuerung
der Düse beschränken bzw. unterdrücken.

Revendications

1. Un système de commande pour un moteur (1) équi-
pé d'un compresseur volumétrique (20) destiné à
générer une pression de suralimentation dans un
canal (7) d'air d'admission qui possède une buse
(24) variable dans la surface de buse (25) par rap-
port à une turbine (22) ; ledit système comprenant
des moyens (81) de détection de pression destinés
à détecter une pression de suralimentation de ser-
vice dans ledit canal (7) d'admission, des moyens
(86, 87) de détection d'état pour détecter un état de
fonctionnement du moteur du moteur suralimenté
(1), et des moyens de commande (30, 37, 83, 100)
pour déterminer une pression de suralimentation ci-
ble selon ledit état de fonctionnement du moteur et
pour réaliser une commande à rétroaction de ladite
pression de suralimentation par un control à ré-
troaction d'une surface de buse (25) de ladite buse
(24) variable de manière à amener ladite pression
de suralimentation de service dans ledit canal (7)
d'admission vers ladite pression de suralimentation

cible; où lesdits moyens de commande (30, 37, 83,
100) limitent ladite commande à rétroaction tempo-
rairement lorsque ledit état de fonctionnement du
moteur change d'une zone de charge de moteur in-
férieure vers une zone de charge de moteur supé-
rieure et retire ladite limitation de ladite commande
à rétroaction de ladite pression de suralimentation
lorsqu'une différence entre ladite pression de sura-
limentation de service et ladite pression de surali-
mentation cible est inférieure à une valeur spécifi-
que.

2. Un système de commande pour un moteur, comme
défini dans la revendication 1, où lesdits moyens de
commande (30, 37, 83, 100) limitent ladite com-
mande à rétroaction de ladite pression de surali-
mentation lorsque ledit état de fonctionnement du
moteur tombe dans une zone de vitesses de moteur
inférieures.

3. Un système de commande pour un moteur comme
défini dans la revendication 1 ou 2, où lesdits
moyens de commande (30, 37, 83, 100) comman-
dent ladite buse (24) de manière à ce que ladite sur-
face de buse (25) soit supérieure à ladite surface
de buse (25) où ladite suralimentation génère ladite
pression de suralimentation cible.

4. Un système de commande pour un moteur comme
défini dans n'importe laquelle des revendications
précédentes 1 à 3, où lesdits moyens de commande
(30, 37, 83, 100) limite ladite commande à rétroac-
tion de ladite pression de suralimentation en empê-
chant au moins ladite commande à rétroaction de
ladite buse (24), ayant pour résultat l'annulation
d'une valeur de commande à rétroaction de ladite
commande à rétroaction de ladite buse (2) et la di-
minution en diminuant le gain de ladite commande
à rétroaction de ladite buse.
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